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Related Article:
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In “Factors Associated With Willingness to Use Pre-Exposure Prophylaxis in Brazil, Mexico, and Peru: Web-Based Survey Among Men Who Have Sex With Men” (JMIR Public Health Surveill 2019;5(2):e13771), the metadata information for author Cristina Pimenta (listed in 8th position) was accidentally overwritten by a duplicate of author Marcos Benedetti (listed in 9th position) when attempting to correct the spelling of Marcos’ surname.

Authorship was previously as follows:

The duplicate name and associated information for the author in 8th position has been adjusted to list Cristina Pimenta, PhD, with affiliation “Brazilian Ministry of Health, Brasília, Brazil”, and the spelling of “Benedetti” for the author in 9th position has been corrected to “Benedetti”. Updated authorship is now as follows:

The correction will appear in the online version of the paper on the JMIR website on July 18, 2019, together with the publication of this correction notice. Because this was made after submission to PubMed, PubMed Central, and other full-text repositories, the corrected article has also been resubmitted to those repositories.